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Lars \Madsö

1 Nomenclature
The following nomenclature is used:

o,
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M
P"

P"
P"
I)lmu

t
t.
t"
a"h
a"h

vapor activity (:pl p""t)
vapor content
factor (Eq. a)
dry sample weight
measured thermal pos¡er of sorption
measured thermal po\ ¡er of vaporization
simulated efiective thermal po\ñ/er of vaporization
maximal P"
time
end of mea^surement
end of initial correction
sorption enthalpy
vaporization enthalpy

Pa/Pa

s/s
1

c
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w
\M
w
\ru

S

S

S

J/s
J/s

In the present report the following sign-conventions a¡e r¡sed:

0

0

0

0

(in most cases)

The enthalpy of sorption, A"å, is usually less than zero, but for some
cases with strong entropy efiects it may be greater than zero.
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2 Introductíon
The SORP4 sorption microcalorimeter is an instrument to measure sorptron
isotherms and sorption enthalpies. A measurement is conducted by plac-
irrg. dry sample in a sorption chamber and introducing a vaporizing liquid
to a vaporization chamber. The two chambers are conrìected by a tube that
goverrìn the rate of diffusion from the liquid to the sample. During a me¿Ìsure-

ment the initially dry sample will sorb vapor a,nd increase its vapor activity
a.nd vapor content. The vaporization-sorption vessel is placed in a double

twin microcalorimeter so that the thermal powers of the vaporization and
sorption processes may be measured independently. From these calorimetric
measurements a.s a function of time the sorption isotherm a¡rd the enthalpy
of sorption may be evaluated by the following equations (the nomenclature

is given above):

a:L- P" 
(1).D

lmu

&(')d, (2)

(3)A"h : a"h. tr - å)
Read \Madso (1996, 1997) for more detailed descriptions of the instrument

and the method.

3 The need for ¿rn initial correction proce-
dure

The measurement is started by the introduction of a vaporizing liquid into the
calorirneter. In SORP4 the introduction is by a,n injection with a precision

syringe pump. In future versions of the SORP-instruments the measu¡ements

will probably be sta¡ted by the opening of a valve to expose the vaporizing

liquid. Independent of how the measurement is started we have a problem
in evaluating the initial phase of the measurements.

Figures 1 and 2 show the thermal powers of sorption and vaporization
from sixteen SORP4 mea.surements with cellulose derivatives. The following
details may be noted:
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o The thermal powers of vaporization all show a high initial peak that is
caused by the evaporation of the first injected water into the initially
dry air in the vessel. After about 300 s, however, the initiat phase is
clearly finished and a quasi steady-state diftrsive flow has been estab-
lished.

o A-ll samples were dried before the start of the mea,surements and a.fter
the initial peaks all thermal powers of vaporization except one are less
tha^n P-u* :0.975 mW (cf. Eq. 1). The samples showing the highest
thermal powers at this stage, e.g. at 300 s, a¡e the ones that can keep
their surroundings (the sorption charnber) at the lowest vapor activity.
Samples that were not well dded or samples that are so large that their
internal diffusion partly determines their rates of sorption will show the
lowest thermal powers. It may also be a problem that if the inside of
the vessel is not dded to bhe same extent as the sample; then adorption
efiects may influence the baselines.

o The disturbances seen in several of the vaporization curves before 300
s are probably caused by the injection that does not stop r:ntit 100 ¡.ll
ha^s been injected after 240 s. During the injection the steel surface
that is wetted by the vapor steadily increases, probably in a somewhat
erratic fashion.

o Most of the thermal pos¿ers of sorption starts to increase approx. 20
s after the injection. This is the time it takes for the first evaporated
water to reach the sample. After this the sorption increases rapidly
until it, after approx" 150 s, a quasi steady-state is reached.

o A few of the sorption curves either start at high thermal powers or
have initial disturbances- This may be caused by the injection needle
being wet when it is introduced or that some water escapes from the
needle while it passes the sample when it is on its way down to the
vaporization chamber. Some types of sample particles may sometimes
stick to the upper edge of the tube, or even to the inside of the tube;
this r ¡ill distr¡rb the measurement.

o The spread in the thermal powers of sorption is caused by the same
factors a^s those that affects the thermal power of vaporization (cf. the
second point above), but also by difierences in enthalpies of sorption
between the samples.
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Figrrre 1: Thermal powers of sorpti,on from sixteen meaÉ¡urements. The foru
solid lines are from mea^surements on microcrystaline cellulose (MCC), and
the twelve dashed lines are from measurements on carboxymethylated cellu-

lose (CMC).

o The thermal porÃ/ers of vaporization are much more distu¡bed that the
thermal pos¡ers of sorption.

\Me cannot use the initiat part of the measured thermal powers of vapor-
ization i.r Eq. 1 because it includes the effect of the water that evaporates

to establish the initial vapor pressu¡e gradient in the vessel, as well as other
disturbances from the injection procedure such a^s wetting of the steel. The
main idea of this report is to find a way of exchanging the first part of the

measured vaporization curve for a computer simulated cu¡ve that better rep-

resents the evaporation of liquid that reaches the sorbing sample.
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Fignre 2: Thermal powers of. uaporizati,on frorn sixteen measurements. The
four solid lines are from mea.surements on microcrystaline cellulose (MCC),
a¡rd the twelve dashed lines are from measurements on carborymethvlated
cellulose (CMC)-
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4 A correction procedure
We call the measured thermal pos/ers P" a¡rd P", and the initial simulated

",rrrr" 4. The main idea of a correction is that tine i,ni,tial thermal po\¡ver

of vaporization (P") is not good, and should be replaced by a,nother thermal
power of vaporization (P") that better represents what happens at the sorbing
sample. The following should tre noted:

o P, is simulated and cannot be better than the simulation model, so one
should ca,refully investigate the properties of the model. The method
of initial correction described here does, however, certainly give a much
better end-result tha¡r if it was not used.

o \Me refer everything to what is happening on the sorption side, i.e. all
corrections a¡e made to make P' comparable with P". Therefore, when
we exchange P" for P" for the first part of the measu¡ement there will
be no sorption time-lagl during this part of the meas¡urement. A time-
lag correction should therefore not be applied to the part corrected by
the initial correction.

As described above the initial correction is made by exchanging P" for
P" for the first part of a measurement. This procedure may be formalized in
the following $/ay:

P"(0...¿") <- f . p"(0...r"; + p"(t"...t") (4)

Here, th¡ee dots (...) indicates time ra.nges, a,nd the left-a¡row (.--) s¡rmbolizes
that what is on right is put into what is on the left (similar to ":" in a
computer language). In this way we change the first part of a measured
thermal power of vaporization to be more in accordance with the measured
thermal power of sorption.

The factor / irr Eq. 4 is needed to make the two parts of the new P,, fit
together nicely. It is defined by:

r _ P_,.(t") 
(b)t - p,(t")

lThe sorption time-lag is caused by the vapor having to diffuse from the vapor source to
the sample. As this takes some time an effect in the sample will be seen later and smoothed
out in the measurement on the vaporization side. A correction for this is described in a
later report in this series.
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The end-time of the correction (r") should be taken when a quasi steady-
state diffusion ha-s been established in the vessel. As seen in Figs 1 and 2 this
seerrui to take 150 s in the sorption chamber and 300 s in the vaporization
chamber, and we have no other choice than to wait approx. J00 s until we
may ur¡e the measured vaporization curve. It is, however, certainly possible
to improve the start of the mea^surement to take away some of the initial
distu¡ba¡rces in the vaporization chamber and bring the time of the initial
correction dovm to half of the present value.

According to computer simulations the shape of the initial part of P" is
not dependent on the sample at all. It is only the initiat vapor activity of
the sample that determines the absolute leuel of the thermarl powers. Real
mea,surements give another pictr:re; the initial part of p" is dist¡rbed and
it is not possible to use computer simulations to determine when to end the
correction (ú"). Betow I present three methods to find ú" and their respective
merits.

4.L low slope

One type of rule to find f. could be to start at ú:1b0 and going forwards in
time u¡rtil

ldP" ldtl < 1þ (6)

whereTy' could, ba.sed on simulations, be 30.10-e \M/.. However, measured
curves a¡e not at all as nice as the simulated ones, and this method is not
easy to implement a.s the time derivatives of mea^sured thermal powers of
vaporization are very noisy. As we use the Tian equation to correct for the
thermal inertia of the calorimetric vessel the time derivative may be written:

dP" d ,_- dtl.
dú 

: e¿\u" + rÈ) (Z)

The second order derivatives in this equation cause a lot of noise and make
this method impractical.

4.2 fixed tirne
It is also possible to always use the same ú". Based on Figs. 1 and 2 ú":39¡ 

"seens to be a reasonable choice. Table 1 grves some evaluated values for foru
simulated curves. It is of special interest to compare the two last columns for
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Table 1: Some evaluated values for four simulated isotherms. The thermal
pov¡ers P, have units of p\M, and l-a in the last colum is one mimrs the ac-

tivity at which a sample first starts to sorb vapor. The 'linea¡', 'sigmoid'and
'hydrate' isotherms are described in Wadso (1997). The 'hydrate 2' is an
isotherm that has a low sorption wrtil ¿ : 0.50.

curve & P" lP^"* L-a & P"lP',* l-a
for f" : !Qg" for t. : JQ¡t

linear 974.2 0.999 1.000 969.9 0.995 1.000

sigmoid 974.9 1.000 1.000 97r.2 0.996 1.000

hydrate 948.9 0.973 0.973 946.8 0_971 0.971

hydrate 2 517.0 0.530 0.500 488_1 0.501 0.500

each time, because, according to Eq. L &(t) I P^a:< : 1 - a(t). It is seen that
the values compare very well. Both 200 and 300 s seems to be good values

of f.. In practice, however,300 s is the best.

4.3 user decides

A third method is of course to let the user choose a good ú" based on I,
and P,. It is then possible for the user to extend the time for the correction
if a very noisy and disturbed cu¡ve is to be anal¡zed. It srill, however, be

difficult to implement such a method for normal users, e.g. in an industrial
Iaboratory.

5 Correction files

A correction file should give the thermal pos/er of.vaportzation corresponding
to the vapol being sorbed in the sample. I have made a,nd tested a number

of difierent correction files-

5.1 3-dirnensional simulation
Figure 3 shows the result of a simulation of the initial vapor flow in a SORP4

microcalorimeter. The simulation was made srith HEAT2R (Blomberg) by

rewriting the problem in dimensionless temperaturo (7). At time zeroT : 0

everywhere in the vessel except at the bottom vaporization surface, where
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T : I- The correction flle was calculated as the enthalpy of vaporization
multiplied by the vapor content inc¡ease rate of the sample corresponding to
the temperature increase in the simulation. The resulting .orr""tion nã is
called 'incos4.m'.

5.2 1--dimensional simulation with instantaneous \¡apor
source activity

A simple l-dimensionat diftrsion simulation with two vapor capacities in the
gas phase and one sample vapor capacity (MATLAB program tltest.m in
Appendix A) was also tested. The activity oi th" vapor source was one from
the start of the simulation. This was the same boundary conditions as in
the 3-dimensional simulation and the resu_lt (shown in Fig- 3) is aJso very
similar. Part of the difference seen may be caused by that the Sdimensional
simulation probably was done with slightly difierent geometrical data. The
resulting correction flle for this l-dimensional simulation is called ,incos4b.m,.

5.3 l-dimensional simulation with gradually increasing
\ä.por source activity

As seen in Fig. 3 the meas,red thermal power of sorption is slightty more
delayed then the data in the two cor¡ection flles that we¡e simulated with an
instantaneous liquid su¡face. A possible canße of this is that the liquid sr:rface
in the bottom of the vessel is not immediately formed at time zero beca¡se
it takes 240 s to titrate the water needed into the bottom vessel (a slow
injection is used to not disturb the microcalorimete¡). At time zero tLe fi¡st
liquid emelges from the tip of the needle. This liquid forms a small drop that
after some time contacts the bottom. The stainless steel of the vessel is not
very hygrophilic, however, so the bottom is wetted quite slowly. Therefore, I
have tried to make a better correction file by changing the bourdary condition
at the vaporization side.

Figrre 4 shows the input and the ¡esult of simulations with linearly in-
creasing vapor activity at the vaporization side. The measured curve starts
at the 100 s curve and ends at the cun¡e with instanta¡reo's au : r, so the
fit is not much better than for the previous correction files. The resulting
cor¡ection files for this 1-dimensional simulation are for¡¡d in 'incos4c1.mat'
to 'incos4c4.rnat'.
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Figure 3: Simulated a,nd measured curves. The solid and da^shed lines are the

correction files from the 3 and l-dimer¡sional simulations, respectiviely. The

dash-dotted line is a typical measured thermal po$¡er of sorption (MCC mea-

surement ntestt.07O) *d the dotted line is the thermal power of vaporization

from the same measurement (ntestb.070).
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is a measured thermal pov¡er of sorption (ntestt.O70) that has been scaled
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curves.
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6,4 l-dimensional simulation with delayed \¡apor source

activity
Figure 5 shows the input a¡rd the result of simulations with ou : 0 during

thefirsttime(afterthattimea",,:1)'Thisresultsinashiftofthecurves
to the right. The simulation with a 20 s delay fits the measured data well

a,nd. will therefore be used in the following. The resulting correction files for

this l-dimensional simulation are found in 'incos4d1.mat' to 'incos4d4-mat'

('incos4db-mat' is the one that had the best fit; it is aJso implemented as

'bestinco.m' for use in our evaluation programs)-
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6 Results and uses of the initial correction

If no initial correction is made the wrong moisture content gain will be found

for the whole me¿Eurement. To some extent this could have been corrected by
the 'sorption time-lag' correction procedure, but there a¡e also other sources

of error:

o Wetting of metal surfaces"

o 'Wrong temperature of injected liquid.

o The liquid su¡face is not created immediately at ú:0

It is therefore good to have a separate procedure for the initiat corrections

and only using the 'sorption time-lag' correction for the later part of the
measurement when the processes ¿ìre more well defiled and stable.

If an initial correction is applied up to time ú", at this time we will have

calculated values of v'apor activity and vapor content (4" and c.). Two things
should be noted:

o The vapoï activity o," is the activity found at time ú. for the uncorrected
Pu-curve2. \Me have not mea^sured the true sample activity at times
lower than f", and we wilI the¡efore have a problem to connect the
activity to the origln of the sorption isotherm. Three difierent solutions
to this may be used:

1. Use a constant vapor activity a" for all times up to ú"-

2. Start the sorption isotherm at the point (a", c.)-

3. Draw some kind of straight line from the origin to the point (ø",

c" ).

o The vapor content c" at time ú" is calculated from the correction file
data and is (for one correction file) only a function of ú" a,nd f - Table 2

gives some values of c" for the three correction files used. In all cases I
2Actually, it is P,(t") ttrat is found, but to simplify the reasoning I here discuss it in

terms of a and c

13



Table 2: Values of the vapor concentration calculated by F,q. 2 after difierent
times for three cor¡ection files and two measured curves (MCC: ntestb.070;
CMC: ntestb.O59). The calculations were done for / : 1 a¡rd M : 52 mg
(also for the measu¡ed curves that had weights or 64mg (MCC) -rd 14 mg
(CMC), respectiveþ).

source of
data

calculated vapor contents c(t) / mg/g
50s 100 s 150 s 200 s 250 s 300 s

incos4.m
incos4b.m
incos4d2.m

0.16
0.r2
0.03

0.52
0.45
0.31

0.90

0.82
0.67

L.28
L.20

L_04

1.67

1.58

r.43

2_05

1.96
1.81

MCC 0.70 1.15 r.54 L.92 2.29 2.68
CMC 0.85 L.22 1.58 r.92 2.26 2.6r

have assumed that f :7 and that the sample mass M : 52 mg. Note,
however, that ('-' is 'proportional to'):

c(t) q

c(t) q

Table 2 grve moisture contents in the order of 2.10-3 gf g aft,er 300 s for
all the data sources. This is approx. lTo of the moistu¡e content measured
for many hygroscopic materials (e.g. wood) at high water activities. The
data in Table 2 aìso show that the difference in vapor content between not
using a correction (directly using the measured P") and making a correction
is approx. 0-8'10-3 g/g. This is not much, but the initial correction not only
changes the vapor content, it also gives more realistic vapor activities. An
uncorrected P" will be greater than P-"* during the initial phase of a mea-
surement a,nd the activities evaluated with Eq. 1 v/ill then take unphysical
values less tha¡r zero. An applied correction will always be equal to or less
than P-* and give physically possible vapor activities"

r
1

M

I4
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7 Two possibly problematic cases

7.L Samples with ftrst sorption at ø ( 1

If a sample is not dry at the start of the measurement or if it is of a substance

that does not absorb anything r-lntil a certain vapor activity (a1), the mea-

sured thermal poïvers will be a factor / lower than had the sample sta¡ted
to sorb at o,i:1. If it is a^ssumed that the diffusion rate are proportional to
the vapor activity di.fierence (Eq. 1), then the following also holds true:

f :7-a¡ (8)

Then the correction procedure may be applied just a.s for a sample with high
o,i arìd / *in be the factor in F-q. 4.

7.2 Sarnples with only very low sorption

If a sample has a very low vapor capacity there will be no clearly definable

e a,nd there will never be a horizontal part of P' where ú" may be taken.

Becamse of this the correction procedure developed here will not work well.

This type of situation may be caused by several factors:

Sarnple size. The samples have to be over a certain size for the measu¡e
ment technique to work well- As it is the sample itself that determines

the sorption rate and a very small sample will not be able to do this; as

a result there will t¡e a rapidly decreasing thermal powel. For most bio
materials (cellulose derivatives, lipids, cotton, dried apple) the optimal
sample size is in the order of 50 mg.

Sarnple sorption isotherm. If the sorption capacity is extremely low at
Iow vapor activities this will make the measurement much more diffi-
cult.

Sarrrple sorption rate. The SORP instruments are not well suited for sam-

ples with time dependent sorption (long time scales for internal diftl-
sion or sorption processes) udess one is interested to study the kinetics

of the sorption. If it is the internal diffusion that is a problem, try
dividing the sample into smaller pieces. The SORP technique works

best for fine powders.

15



Vessel adsorption. The adsorption on the internal stainless steel parts of
the vessel may be a problem, but if the above factors are observed the
adsorption is probably so low that it s'ill not influence the result.

If a sample shows a continuously decreasing thermal pov/er of vaporization
and it is difficult to find a good ú", then it is probably best to use a low ú"

and note that the result may not be as reliable as most measurements are.

8 The error in the vapor gain

At time ú" there will be a certain difference betrveen the vapor contents
calculated with a correction and without a correction. From Table 2 we
firrd values of the vapor gain after 300 s. Corrected values for these 52 mg
samples a¡e in the order of 2 rnglg and they are about 0.8 mg/g lower than
r¡¡corrected values. As I believe that the correction procedure is good, I
also believe it is safe to assume that an (undefined) uncertainty in the initial
vapor gain for a corrected measurement on a 52 mg sample is within t0.2
rrrglg (but this may have to be further investigated in some v¡ay). For a
sample with a dry mass of M (g) the corresponding uncertainty in the vapor
gain after 300 s is:

0.2 . 10-3 . 52 . 10-3 +10-5+
^J-

(e)
M M

I Two examples of the use of the initial cor-
rection

Figures 6-11 gives example of uncorrected a¡ld corrected data from two mea-
su¡ements. For both cases ú" : 300 s and the correction file 'incos4d2'
('bestinco.m')was r¡sed. Figures G8 are from measurements on a microcrys-
talìine cellulose (MCC) and 9-11 are from mea^surements on a ca,rboxymethy-
lated cellulose (CMC). The main difierence between these me¿surements is
that the CMC sample was much smaller and maybe not dried a^s well as the
MCC sample. Table 3 gives some date showing this. Note that the nega-
tive vapor activity (/ > 1) caùculated for the MCC sample was unique in
the sixteen me¿murements tested. For all sixteen measurements the /-values
were quite evenly distributed betrveen 0.908 and 1.016. An /-value higher

16
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Figure 6: A measurement with a microcaystalline cellulose (MCC, ntest.070).

The two solid lines show the mea^sured thermal powers of sorption and vapor-

ìzatior', and the dashed line is the corrected part of the vaporization curve.

than one implies either that P-u* is too low or that there is an error in the

meafllrement (e.g. a¡r disturbance).
Figures 6 and 9 show that ú" is well chosen as the correction cutves removes

the disturtred parts of P". The other results also show that this results in
much better looking sorption isotherms and heats of sorption. However, note

the following:

o The initiat vertical part on the sorption isotherm is just a s/ay to show

that a correction ha.s been made.

o The heats of sorption during the first part of the measurement are

probably turcertain as they are calculated by taking the ratio of the

thermal povrer of sorption a¡rd the correction curve (cf' Eq' 3)'

0 0 0.1
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Figure 7: The evaluated sorption isotherms from measurements with a MCC.
The left diagram is without conection and the right diagram is with the
correction applied.

Table 3: Data from two applications of the initial correction procedure.

sample file M llrtç r o,(t")

MCC
CMC

ntest.070
ntest.059

64
t4

1.016

0.927
-0.016
0.073

0 0.02

,
f
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Figure 8: The evaluated heats of sorption from mea.surements with a MCC.
The left diagram is without correction and the right diagram is with the
correction applied.
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1-O Conclusions

The initial correction is a small, but important correction that always should
be used. It \'\¡ill give values of both vapor activity and vapor concentration
that are closer to the true values tha¡r the uncorrected values. The best

correction procedure found is to use file 'incos4d2.rnat' ('bestinco.m') for the
first 300 s or for a shorter time if the user believes this is possible-
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Totltest.m sorption time-lag test (a version of s4s.m)
Yo

ToThis program simulates measurements with SORP4 modelled as two
o/æ,apcity in the gas phase and one capaciry for the sample
o//o
Y' Lars Wadsö 971029

o/e---------------input data & sørt ¡lqtq

Dvh=2440; o%heat of vapodø,ation (J/g)
As=130e-6; Tocross-section of sample (m2)
ar-l,
a12=0, ToNOTE the units: in simulation cells: c (g)
a23=0; Vo isotherm: ciso (g/g)
as:0; Yo usedintltest: unew (g/g)
cl2=0;
c23=0;
cs=0:
k1=9.0303e-007;
k2:kl:
k3=3.4747e-006:
C12=5.0122e405:
C23=4.9597e-005;
%- - ---- - -- - ----------user input-------
h:input('height of sample (mm) :');if (h==O)l(h:=U);h=2;end;h=h/1000; %(m)
rho=input('densit-v of sample (9cm3) :');if (rhs==¡l)l(rho=:0);rho=0.2;end;rho:rho*le6; o/oglm3

delta=input('þ(sample)iDp(air) :');if (delta==O)l(delta==[]);delta=O.5;end;M=h*As*rhol
disp(");disp(['Sample mass =',num2str(M* I e3 ),' mg'] );
tend=input('end of simulation (s) :');if (tend:=0)l(tend==[]);tend=4S*3600:end
tout:input('time interval between ouÞuts (s) :');if (tout:=0)l(tout=:[]);tout:5;end
isotl'pe=input('f¡,pe of isotherm ? (0:Dsh=0, l=linear, 2=sigmoid, 3:hydrate, 4=low-high slope) :');
if (isotype<0)l(isotypr:[]);isotlpe: I ;end o/ostandard case
if isotypæ=O Toconensation only

aiso=[O l]:ciso=[O 0.3];hhhh:[O 0];
el seif isotype == I %olinear

aiso=[0 l]:ciso:[0 0.3];hhhh:[-1000 0];
elseif isotype==2 o/osigmoid (wood Eucalyptys regnans, Christensen & Kelsey 1959)

aiso=[0 0.05 0.10 0.40 0.70 0.80 0.90 0.95 1.00];
ciso=[0 0.02 0.035 0.085 0.15 0.18 0.23 0.27 0.37];
hhhh:[265 200 160 90 45 28 l3 5 0]*(4.18);

elseif isotl,pe:=3 Tohyd¡ate (Morphine sulphate)
aiso:[O0.029 0.031 0.229 0.231 0.95 1.0];
ciso:[O0.0001 0.0538 0.0539 0.135 0.1360.2]:
hhhh=[O -22 -22 -8 -8 7 8]*le3l18:

elseif isoty'pe==  Yo low initial slope, crit. act. 0.5)
aiso=[O 0.5 0.50001 l].
ciso=[O 0.0001 0.00010001 0.3];
hhhh=[0 0 -]000 0l*le3/18;

end
ú=diff(ciso)./diff(aiso); %slope of isotherm
ix=diff(aiso)./diff(ciso); Toinverse slope of isotherm
%- - - - - -- -- -- - ---------simulation initialization------
dt=min( [C I 2 / kr +kJ) C23 I Qa+ki) xi( 1 ) 

*M/k3 5 ] ) ;

F0: Totime in simulation (s)

cisomax:ciso(length(ciso)); %maximal possible activity
cisomaxend:0: %owhen cisomaxend:l the simulation has to be stopped
toutnext:tout, oásecond ouþut time (first is at t=0)
leg I : o/opafi on isotherm
out=1; %ocounter for ouÞuts



nout=ceil(tend/tout)+ 1 ; 
o/approx. no of ouþuts

tFzeros(fl nout]); %in tt the sim. time is saved
Pv:zeros([ noutl); o/oinPv the thermal power of vap. are saved
Ps=zeros([l nout]);
tdisptend/10;
plusdisgtend/10;
dtrla5O;
o/n------ 

-----:--simulation-----------
tic
disp(['start d1=r,num2str(dt),' s']);
while (t<tend)&(cisomaxend==0)
t=t+dt; Toincrement time
q1=kl*(av-al2);
q2=l2*@12-a23);
ql:k3*(a23-as);
unew:(cs+dt*q3/lvf;
if unew>cisomax;cisomaxend= I ;disp('end of isot. reached') ;end
if unew>ciso(leg+1); Toentering new leg?
dÉlag=l;
t=tdt;
dt:(ciso(leg+ I )*M-cs)/q3 ;

disp( ['dt:',num2 str(dt),' s at t:',num2 str(t),' s'] ) ;

t=t+dt;
legleg+1;

end
cl2:cl2+dt*(qlg2),
c23:c23+dt*(q293).
cs:cs+dt*q3,
al2=cl2lCI2'.
a23:c231C23:
as=interp I (ciso,aiso,cs/lvT) :

if toutnext<t o/otime for ouput?
if tdispct

tdi sFtdistrl-plusdisp;
disp(['t:',num2str(t/3600),' h with dt:',num2str(dt),' s (',num2str(Vtend*100),'%)']);

end
out=out+l, Toindex in ouþut vectors
tt(out)=t; Toouþut time
Pv(out):ql*Dvh,
Ps(out)=q3 * (interp 1 (ciso,hhhh,cs)-Dvh) ;

toutnext:toutnext+tout; o/otime for next output
end
if dfflag==1
dt:min( [C I 2(k I +k2) C23 / (k2+lß) xi( I ) 

*M/k3 5 ] ) ;

disp( ['dF',num2str(dt),' s at t:',num2str(t),' s'] ) ;

dúlag=O;
end

end
%- ----------- ------------cleaning up & interpolating------------
L:length(tt) ; o/oL=lenglh of vectors
if out<L o/*lear the unused parts of k, Ps, tt

Pv(out+1 :L):[];Ps(out+l :L):[];tt(out+1 :L):[];
end
t:linspace(0,tout*(length(u)- 1 ), length(tt)) ;

Pv:interpx(tt,Pv,t):
Ps:interpx(tt,Ps,t);
toc


